Improved model prediction of glioma growth utilizing tissue-specific boundary effects.
Kinetic parameter estimates for mathematical models of glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), derived from clinical scans, have been used to predict the occurrence of hypoxia, necrosis, response to radiation therapy, and overall survival. Modeling GBM growth in a cerebral model encounters anatomical boundaries that interfere with model calibration from clinical measurements. The effect of boundaries is examined on both spherically symmetric and anatomical models of tumor growth. This effect is incorporated into a method that updates kinetic parameters. The efficacy of this method in reproducing clinical image-derived subject data is evaluated. Spherically symmetric simulations of tumor growth with simple boundaries behave predictably when in a linear phase of growth. Anatomic simulations of eleven out of twenty subjects demonstrated improved fit to subject data with the new method. When only subjects exhibiting linear growth are considered, eight out of nine subject demonstrate improved fit to the data. Anatomical boundaries to tumor growth measurably deflect progression and affect estimates of kinetic parameters. The presented method reliably updates kinetic parameters to fit anatomic computational models to clinically derived subject data when those data are in a linear regime.